NEW!

choose a star system

Sol

Kepler

IMPORTANT:
The Kepler system will not be unlocked until you have salvaged at least 45 Sol system colonies and successfully completed Level 9 from World 9!

last played:
Sol – world 9– colony 4
Here you can download your own wave and map creations and play your own levels in COLOR DEFENSE! First download the **COLOR DEFENSE CREATOR KIT ZIP**

then unpack the ZIP file and follow the description in the PDF file to change the sample .json files. You can enter your own creep wave data and design your own path level by using the TILED editor (for PC or Mac). Then upload your files to your webspace and put the link to the files in the text fields below. Click the PLAY LEVEL button below and you can play your own level.

---

**Enter the path to your creeps.json file and click ENTER:**

---

**Enter the path to your CCMap.json file and click ENTER:**

---

**Play Map**

---

**Report a URL link with questionable content:**

CLICK HERE TO REPORT LINK
spawned first

NEW!
NEW!

The Shaker

Military shockwave generator with a mid range enemy detection. Effective against multiple enemies.
Military electric shock defender with a mid range enemy detection. Effective against single enemies.
NEW!